PLAYING FIELDS TASK FORCE
MINUTES
October 11, 2019
7:45 am at Warren Building

Attending:

Town Clerk: swearing in of PFTF members

Approve Minutes from September 13, 2019:

Motion: To accept the minutes from September 13, 2019 by Ansley Martin as amended:
Under General Fields discussion: Ansley Martin informed PFTF that Tim Mason of Precision Sports Video Analysis had held a 3-day high school girl’s clinic without proper authorization or fee payment
Seconded: Tripp Sheehan
Vote: All Task Force members in attendance in favor

Field Applications:
John Brown gives overview of a possible Spring 2020 MIAA individual tennis tournament.

Projects update

- Softball Project - Dave Hickey informed PFTF that the project is under a modified contract and contractor is looking for substantial completion by November.
- Practice Wall Project – Linda Chow informed PFTF that at the 9/17/19 School Committee meeting that no vote was taken on the two locations (#1 & #3) for the practice wall was as their needed to be more information from neighbors, FMD & Police. More outreach will be conducted and location #2 is going to be considered again.
- HHU/Update from SBC: Internal swing space for Hunnewell was voted and accepted and will move forward to STM.

Stadium Sound System Use Policy Discussion: A phone number/email contact line will be added to the NRC sound policy.

Earth Networks: Weather Monitoring & Alerting: Tabled.

Synthetic Turf Maintenance: Jerry Nigro inquired about being able to plow snow off Sprague turf. Mike Quinn will follow up with manufacturer.

EEE: Recommendation of BOH to suspend outdoor activities after 6 pm.

General Fields Discussion: Dave Hickey informed PFTF, that Sprague tennis courts are close to completion. However curing times and painting may be suspended due to weather, until spring.

Citizens Speak: None.

Motion: To adjourn by Jerry Nigro
Seconded: Brian Cullinan
Vote: All Task Force members in attendance in favor

NEXT MEETING: November 8, 2019 – 7:45 am at the Warren Building.